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Astrophysical Black Holes	

•  There is indirect evidence that BHs exist in the 

Universe with a vast range of masses from few 
tens to 109 M ���

-  Stellar-mass BHs (3-30M ) should form from 
the collapse of massive stars …���

-  IMBHs (102-104M) may assemble in globular 
clusters …���

-  MBHs (104-107M) and SMBHs (107-109M) 
are ‘seen’ in galactic cores (motion of stars and/
or gas), and appear to be connected  (M-σ 
relation) to their host galaxies …	


•  And they may be spinning relatively fast …���

•  There is also evidence that galaxies collide …���
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•  We expect to ‘see’ many binary BH ���
   mergers is from the gravitational���
   radiation emitted …	


Antennae galaxies, ���
optical (HST), 	




•  Merging BHs are very loud source of GWs, so they are the ideal target for all GW detectors	


•    MBH mergers are likely to be accompanied by electromagnetic (EM) counterparts: 
-  Prompt Optical, UV signals, X-ray flares,  year-timescale events in IR and other bands	

-  EM precursors, afterglows phenomena	


Observing Binary Black-Holes	


LISA (2020+)!

AdLIGO!

ET!

LSST	


Pan-STARRS	


(Phinney, Astro2010)	




Numerical Relativity	

                                                     40+ years of hard labor!  

2005 Pretorius	

Binary Inspiral and Merger	


PRL 95, 121101 (2005)	


1964 First Simulation  - 2004 One Orbit���
  (Hahn & Lindquist)       (Bruegman)	


2006  RIT & NASA	

Two Punctures Method	


Campanelli et al PRL 96, 111101 (2006)	

Baker et al PRL 96, 111102 (2006)	


  We can now accurately and stably evolve BH binaries (and multiplets),  
for a vast range of mass ratios and spins,  

and compute GW radiation, BH remnant and spacetime dynamics.	


Breakthrough	




The Moving Puncture Approach	

•  “3+1” approach (ADM 1962)���

•  Brandt-Brügmann “puncture” initial data (no-excision) (1997)���

•  Strongly hyperbolic evolution system  (NOK (1987), SN (1995), BS 
(1999)) 	

-  17 variables gij, Aij ~ ∂tgij , Ф, K, Γi ���

•  New variables that regularize the puncture: ���

•  Modified Gauges to allow punctures to move across grid	

-  singularity avoiding	

-  coordinate not too distorted	

-  gridpoint should resolve region of interest 	


•     Modern Codes: 	

-  RIT’s LazEv Code, based on Cactus (see also the Einstein Toolkit)	

-  Method of Lines Integration (RK4 time integration)	

-  8th-order centered (sometimes upwinded advection) spatial finite 

differencing, with Kreiss-Oliger dissipation	

-  Berger-Oliger AMR, provided by the Carpet code mesh refinement driver���

•  Extraction of physics quantities “at infinity” and at the BH horizons, 
such as conserved masses, momenta and spins, as well as radiation 
waveform, energy, angular and linear momenta.	




Accurate Gravitational Waveforms	

•  Equal-mass, non-spinning binaries:���

-  NR waveforms from multiple codes and groups have been compared [Hannam et al. 2009]. 	

-  Spectral codes can now generate very accurate long inspiral waveforms (e.g. 43 cycles before���
    merger [Pfeiffer et al. 2008].	

-  Hybrid waveforms using Effective One Body Approach calibrated to NR [Buonanno et al, 2009].	


•  But for astrophysical binaries … ���



The Ninja(s) and NRAR Collaborations	


NINJA-1 
•  Short waveforms; no hybrids 	

•  All DA algorithms; no-parameter���
  estimation	

•  Found all loud injections  ���
  [Aylott et al 2009, Cadonati et al, 2009] 	


The numerical relativity, analytical relativity and data analysis communities working together  

NINJA-2 
•  Various NR and hybrid waveforms  
  (mass ratio, (anti-)spin) 
•  Systematic tests with NR waveforms; ���
  parameter estimation	


NRAR Collab 
•  Groups span the parameter space	

•  11 MCPU hours on Teragrid Kraken	


RIT: waveform from 10 to 1 mass ratio BH binary 
(Hybrid NR + (PN) TaylorT4 waveforms) https://www.ninja-project.org/	




Spin Dynamics: Orbital Hang-Up, Precession	

•  Aligned spinning binaries: hang-up effect due to repulsive ���
   spin-orbit interaction, leaving behind a remnant with sub-���
   maximal spin [MC, Lousto, Zlochower, PRD 2006]	


•  A case study: generic precessing binaries ���
   [MC, Lousto, Nakano and Zlochower, PRD, 2009] 	


"     m1/m2 ~ 0.8, a1/m1 ~ 0.6, a2/m2 ~ 0.4	

"     spins initially at arbitrary orientations	

"    complete 9 orbits prior merger	

"    initial parameters from 3.5PN inspiral���
   evolution   (> 300 orbits)	


sub-maximal Kerr remnant	

      (spin par <0.93)	




Gravitational Wave Recoils from BH Spinning Binaries	

•  Kicks are generated from asymmetric radiation generated at merger …	


•  If the kick is large enough, the final BH could be ejected ���
  from its host structure …���

•  Kicks affects: 	

- SMBH/MBH/IMBH retention rates 	

- Galactic core and/or accretion disk dynamics	


•  In absence of a gaseous environment, NR computes: ���

-   In-plane kick < 500 km/s ���
     [Hermann et al. 2007, Koppitz et al. 2007]���

-  Out-of-plane kick < 4000 km/s ���
    [Campanelli et al. 2007, Gonzalez et al. 2007]���

•   Torques from gas may align the BH’ spins,  ���
   yielding kicks < 200 km/s ���
   [Bogdanovic et al. 2007]	


•  Relatively few observations of kick candidates …	


HST image of a displaced SMBH in M87 [Batchelor et al. 2010]	


Broad region shifted 
2600 km/s	

SDSSJ0927+294 
[Komossa et al. 2008]	




Discovery of Super-Kicks	

•  Large out-of-plane kick first 
  observed in a generic BH merger 
  [Campanelli et al, ApJL 2007], 
  also developed heuristic formula. 

•  Following-up calculations 
   [Gonzalez et al, PRL, 2007; 
   Campanelli et al, PRL, 2007] 



The empirical Kick formula	

[Campanelli et al. 2007, Lousto et al.  2010]	




Maximum Kick Configurations	

•  Equal-mass, highly-spinning (equal-and-opposite spins in the orbital plane) binaries	


•  The merged hole gets kicked up or down in the direction normal to the orbital plane, with a final speed 
  that depends sinusoidally on the initial phase, e.g. velocity of the black holes at merger (relative to 
  spins) accordingly to a empirical recoil formula [Campanelli et al, PRL 2007];  



How likely are large recoils?	

•  Large recoil magnitudes are highly probable, but less orbservable; and recoil directions are highly ���
  peaked along the axis (and dependence with magnitude) [Lousto et al, PRD, 2010]	


vmax~ 600 km/s (0-10O)	


vmax~ 300 km/s (10O-20O)	


vmax~ 200 km/s (20O-30O)	


vmax~ 100 km/s (80O-90O)	


L	

V

[Corrales et al, 2009]	


So, large recoil in the plane of the disk should 
be extremely rare even in absence of !	


Velocity distribution as a function of the angle the ���
recoil make with the orbital angular momentum 	


[Rossi et al, 2009]	




 ‘Extreme’ Black-Hole Binaries	

Extreme/Intermediate mass-ratio BH, and/or highly spinning, BH’ binaries	


•   Extreme-Mass-Ratio Binaries: 1:102-1:109	


-  MBH/BH binaries at cosmological scales (LISA)	

-  Perturbation theory with self-force calculations 	


•   Intermediate-Mass-Ratio Binaries: 1:10-1:100 ���

-  MBH binaries at cosmological scales (LISA)	

-  IMBH/BH binaries (2G and 3G groundbased detectors)	


•   But simulations are very challenging numerically: ���

- Need highly-efficient AMR (very different length scales) 	

- Need high accuracy to get small, spinning BH dynamics	


•   Low mass ratio  (q) limit first explored in Baker et al. PRD 2008 (q = 1/6), Gonzalez et al PRD 
2009 (q = 1/10), Lousto and Zlochower, PRD 2009 (q = 1/8 spinning).	


•   Small q gauge condition: Mueller and Bruegmann CGQ, 2010	


Credits: NASA GSFC group, 2007	




•  Simulations of IMR black-hole Binaries for q=1/10, 1/15 ���
  (phase error <0.05 rad) [Lousto, et al., PRL 2010]	


- New puncture gauge with a varying damping η parameter	


- New extrapolation technique to infinite radius 	


Simulations of Intermediate Mass Ratio Binaries	




•  NR trajectories for small mass ratio (e.g. q=1/10, q=1/15) fed into efficient perturbative evolutions to���
  compute waveforms at large radii [Lousto, Nakano, Zlochower, MC, PRL 2010] ���

•  Model waveforms perturbatively, as a function of trajectory (and q) ���

•  Remnant spin introduced perturbatively (spin ON)���

•  Extrapolate trajectories to smaller q … 	


Intertwining Numerical and Perturbative Techniques	




Lousto and Zlochower, arXiv: 1009.0292v1	


100 to 1 Black-Hole Binaries in Full Numerical���
Relativity	








100:1 mass ratio	

•  Obtain 2 to 3 orbits inside ISCO	


•  What made this possible:	

–  New modified gauge conditions (between BHs and far regions) 	

–  Use of perturbation theory (Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli potentials) to guide the setting up of the initial grids 

(AMR boundaries).	

–  AMR (Carpet “moving boxes”) with 15 levels of refinement!	

–  Iterative procedure for QC orbit initial data (based on Caltech-Cornell method).	

–  1 MSUs for high resolution (M/7078)	


8-order convergence of the phase 	


Remnant spin and total radiated mass as a function of the mass ratio 	




Energy and angular momentum radiated agrees 
within 4% with the particle limit prediction!	


100:1 Binaries: Numerical Relativity vs Perturbation 
Theory	




Conclusions	

•  The field of black-hole binaries simulation is now well advanced!���

•  There are still some open challenges:	

–  Completing the coverage of the parameter space and building hybrid waveforms …	

–  Extreme BH’ binaries (near maximal spins, intermediate/extreme mass ratios) still very hard	

–  Long simulations require more efficient evolution codes	

–  And better initial data are needed for highly spinning binaries ���

•  EM counterparts from binary BH’ mergers is next, but needs:	

–  Comprehensive approach linking the pre-merger and merger modeling efforts	

–  Reliable GRMHD codes … Perhaps open source codes (http://einsteintoolkit.org/) ���

[e.g. Colpi et al, 2009] 


